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Solitons, Instantons, and Twistors (Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2010
Most nonlinear differential equations arising in natural sciences admit chaotic behaviour and cannot be solved analytically. Integrable systems lie on the other extreme. They possess regular, stable, and well behaved solutions known as solitons and instantons. These solutions play important roles in pure and applied mathematics as well as in...
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Functional Analysis Methods for Reliability Models (Pseudo-Differential Operators)Birkhauser, 2011

	People are often concerned with the reliability of products they use and of the

	friends and associates with whom they interact daily in a myriad of ways. Although

	the term “reliability” may not occur in the description of a given product

	or interaction, it is often the attribute that the individual means in expression of...
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Time-Dependent Problems and Difference MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . fills a considerable gap in the numerical analysis literature by providing a self-contained treatment . . . this is an important work written in a clear style . . . warmly recommended to any graduate student or researcher in the field of the numerical solution of partial...
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Physics of Semiconductor DevicesSpringer, 2002
Physics of Semiconductor Devices is a textbook aimed at college undergraduate and graduate teaching. It covers both basic classic topics such as energy band theory and the gradual-channel model of the MOSFET as well as advanced concepts and devices such as MOSFET short-channel effects, low-dimensional devices and single-electron transistors. As a...
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Differential Equations For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Power your way through ordinary and singular points
    Understand differential equations through practical tips and examples    

    Do differential equations cause you distress? No worries! This friendly guide explains this intimidating subject in plain English, walking you step by step through all...
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Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic ImagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic Imaging

	Douglas B. Murphy


	Over the last decade, advances in science and technology have profoundly changed the face of light microscopy. Research scientists need to learn new skills in order to use a modern research microscope–skills such as how to align microscope...
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Discontinuity and Complexity in Nonlinear Physical SystemsSpringer, 2013

	Discontinuity in Nonlinear Physical Systems explores recent developments in experimental research in this broad field, organized in four distinct sections. Part I introduces the reader to the fractional dynamics and Lie group analysis for nonlinear partial differential equations. Part II covers chaos and complexity in nonlinear Hamiltonian...
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Cerebrovascular Ultrasound in Stroke Prevention and TreatmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Ultrasound enables us to monitor the cardiovascular system and brain responses to treatment in real time; a genuine blessing on the route to more effective stroke therapies, and an invaluable tool with which to tailor treatment when available evidence is meagre. Ultrasound is a vital observational tool, yet a probe needs a scientist to point...
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Power Analysis Attacks: Revealing the Secrets of Smart Cards (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2007
Power analysis attacks allow the extraction of secret information from smart cards. Smart cards are used in many applications including banking, mobile communications, pay TV, and electronic signatures. In all these applications, the security of the smart cards is of crucial importance.

Power Analysis Attacks: Revealing the...
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Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A systematic introduction to partial differential equations and modern finite element methods for their efficient numerical solution
    Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element Method provides a much-needed, clear, and systematic introduction to modern theory of partial differential equations (PDEs) and...
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Advanced Mathematics and Mechanics Applications Using MATLAB, Third EditionCRC Press, 2002

	This book uses MATLABR to analyze various applications in mathematics and mechanics. The authors hope to encourage engineers and scientists to consider this modern programming environment as an excellent alternative to languages such as FORTRAN or C++. MATLAB1 embodies an interactive environment with a high level programming language...
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Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This updated third edition illustrates the mathematical concepts that a game developer needs to develop 3D computer graphics and game engines at the professional level. It starts at a fairly basic level in areas such as vector geometry and linear algebra, and then progresses to more advanced topics in 3D programming such as illumination and...
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